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A variety (or an equational class) K of algebras is said to have the finite basis 
property if the identities of an arbitrary finite member of K is finitely based. 
In her survey article on this topic, MacDonald [lo] mentions that varieties of 
quasi-groups may be the test cases for having the modular congruence property 
but without the finite basis property. In this paper, we exhibit several varieties 
of nonassociative quasi-groups all of which have the finite basis property. For 
n 2 2, let .&, stand for the binary identity x(x(x(***(xy)~--) =y with the variable x 
repeating az times and let K be the class of all co~utative and self-distributive 
(i.e., z(y~) = (my)) g rou or p ‘d s satisfying the identity 1, . In Section 2, we 
prove that all such groupoids arise essentially as “arithmetic mean groupoids” 
of commutative Moufang loops. Here the final result itself is relatively unimpor- 
tant and it is the method of the proof that is relevant to the paper. In the main 
section, Section 3, we construct two maps between the groupoid polynomials 
and loop polynomials and “lift” the finite basis property from Ioops to groupoids 
using these maps. By invoking a recent result of Evans [S], it follows that the 
varieties K, have the finite basis property. Another such transformation among 
varieties which preserves the finite basis property is given in [S]. One of the 
earliest such attempts to construct maps among two theories for the specific 
purpose of relative interpretation of one theory into another can be found in [llj. 
1. DEFINITION 
A groupoid ‘LT = {A; +) is called a quasi-group if the equations a + x = b 
and y + a -= b are soluble uniquely for x and y, respectively. A quasi-group 
* The results of this paper were first announced in abstract 74T-A219 of Notices of the 
Amer. Math. Sot. (1974). 
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with a two-sided identity is called a loop. A loop is cailed a Moufang loop if it 
satisfies the identity 
(x + y) + (x + x> = (x + (Y f 4) + x. (1) 
The classical theorem of Moufang asserts that every such loop is diassociative, 
i.e., the subioop generated by any two ekments is associative (see [3] for details). 
In particular, the term mx = x + x + ... + x, m times is well defined here. 
Finaly, two groupoids ?I, = (A,; 0) and 2!& = (A,; *) are said to be ~l&e~~~~~~~~y 
equivalent if there exists a one-to-one mapping 0 of A, onto A, such that a@ * kB - 
J(a, b) and a o b = g(a0, be) where J and g are algebraic Jfunctions (see [6] h 
definitions of this and other universal algebraic notions to appear in the sequel! 
in the groupoids ?I, and ‘8, , respectively. 
2. ARITHMETIC MEAN IN COMMUTATIVE MOUFANG LOOPS (CME) 
We begin by characterizing the notion of “arithmetic mean” in a CML. Let 
= (G; +> be a commutative Moufang loop and let x G + 4; be an endo- 
morphism of the loop such that 
xcd f xa = x 
for every x in G. Then the binary operation x defined by 
x*y = (x Cy)a 
is called an arithmetic mean in the loop. 
12) 
(3) 
LEMMA 1. A groupoid ‘3 = (A; *) is the arithmetic mean of some corn~~~t~t~~e 
~~oufang loop structzkre f on A iff % is a quasi-group satisfying the ~omrnut~t~~e rend 
~~~f-dist?~~~t~v~ laws.
Proof. Let G = (A; +) be a CML with an eadomorphism a satisfying (2) 
and consider the groupoid operation * defined by (3). Then clearly * is com- 
mutative. ?4ow 
while 
x * ( y * 2) = xcl + (yc2 $ m”) 
(x * y) * (x * z) = (x2 + ya”) + (x,2 + zcx”) 
= (x2 + (yd + 2d)) + x2 by (4) 
= (x0? + xc?) + (ya2 + m”) by diassociativity 
= (xa + xc+! +- (y2 + 22) 
= xa. + (y2 + zlx2) by (23 
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and hence 
x * (y * 2) = (x *y) * (x * 2). 
Finally, let a, b E A. Choose the unique element x satisfying the equation 
afx=b+b.Nowa*x=acu.+xa:=(b+b)ol=6andhence’U=(A;*) 
is a quasi-group. Conversely, let the groupoid ‘$I = (A; *) satisfy the conditions 
stated in the lemma. Choose an arbitrary element e E A and define x + y as the 
unique solution to the equation 
e * (x +y) = x *y. (4) 
It is clear that the binary operation + is commutative and cancellative. From 
e * (e + y) = e * y we get that e + y = y for ally E A. For two given elements 
a and b, let x be the unique element satisfying the equation x * a = e t b. Hence 
by (4), e * (zc + a) = e * b and so x $ a = 6. Thus the groupoid G = (A; f, e> 
is a commutative loop. Let us abbreviate the two sides of the Moufang identity (1) 






e * (e * B) = e * (e * ((x + (Y + 4) + 3)) 
= e * ((x + ty + 4) * +4 
= te * (x + (y + 4)) * te * 4 
= lx * (y + 4) * te * 4 
= x * (e * (y + 4) 
= x * (y *z) 
and hence e * (e * A) = e * (e + 23) by commutativity and self-distributivity 
of the groupoid. By cancelling e twice we get the Moufang identity A = B. 
Finally, the proof is complete once we show that the CML G admits an arith- 
metic mean and that x *y is indeed that arithmetic mean. To this end, let us 
definexa!=x*e.Wehave(x+y)ac=(x+y)*e=x*ywhile 
(xa+ya)*e==xxa*yol=(x*e)*(y*e)=(x*y)*e 
and hence XDI +y”: = x *y = (x +~)a. Thus a: is an endomorphism of the 
CML and xa: + xn: = x * x = x (idempotency is a simple consequence of 
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distributivity and cancellation property). So a induces an arithmetic mean which, 
in fact, is x + y. This completes the proof of the lemma. 
Remark. Tke problem of characterizing the arithmetic mean, especially on 
the real line, as a groupoid with some additional structure like continuity OK order 
has a long history since the early works of Kolmogoroff [8], Nagumo [U], and 
Aczel El]. For quasi-groups satisfying the much stronger medial identity 
(x cy) * (x * t) = (az * z) * (y * t), the above lemma is true with “GML” 
replaced by “Abelian groups,” and this latter result is a special case of the struc- 
ture theorem of medial quasi-groups given by Bruck [2] (see also Evans [4])~ 
TmomM 1. The variety K, of groupoids is ~~g~~~aic~~ly e~~~~~~en~ to the 
vafiety of commutative Moufang loops satisfying the identity (2” - 1)x =- 
(2” - 1)y. 
Proof. Let A = (A; *) E K, . Because of the identity In , the groupoid 
A is a quasi-group and hence, by the above lemma, the set A has a CML structure 
+ defined by (x + y) * e = x * y. However, by the identity 1% we have 
(x + y) * en = x + y and thus we get that x + y = (x * y) * erL-l.l So x A- y is. 
now an algebraic function on %. Xow, 
2x = (x * x) * en--L 
= x * en-l 
2x = ((x * e?“-l) * (x * en-l)) T e+l 
= (x z+c en-l) * e”-1 
Z (x * en) * e+x--p 
= x * en--2 
and similarly 
and so 
27x-lx = x * e, 
p+&- = 2n-Q i 2%--1x 
= ((x * e) * (x * e)) * e+’ 
= (x * e) * en-l 
=x*en 
= x, 
and therefore (2” - 1)~ = e, the loop identity. Conversefy, if 6; = (A; + j is a 
1 In what follows we write a * e” for (...((a * e) * e) ... + e, with e repeating n times, 
Accordingly, 1, reads, in presence ‘of the commutable Iaw, as x x yn = x. 
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commutative Moufang loop of exponent (2n - I) then the derived binary 
operation * defined by x *y = 2”-lx + 2+ly makes the groupoid 2l = <A, *> 
a member of K, , for, after all, 2”-rx is “&x” in G and a routine computation 
shows that the identity I, is valid in Vl. 
Remark. For the case n = 2, this result was observed and used as a counter- 
example in Gratzer and Padmanabhan [7]. 
3 
Let K, denote the equational class of all commutative, self-distributive 
groupoids 5% = (A; *) satisfying the identity I, , and let M, be the equational 
class of all commutative Moufang loops Q = (G; +, 0) of exponent 2% - 1, i.e., 
satisfying the identity (2” - 1)x = 0. D enote by P and Q, respectively, the 
algebra of m + I-ary polynomials on {x,, , x1 ,. . ., x,} over the class K, and the 
algebra of m-ary polynomials on (x1 , x2 ,..., x,} over the class M, (i.e., 
‘43m+1(<2>Y~~,) and ‘PY<2, O>>PMJ respectively, in the notation of Gratzer 
(see 16, pp. 42-431). We define two maps 19: P + Q and 4: Q + P as follows: 
xoe = 0 0$5 = x0 
Xi6 = xi ) i = l,..., m xi+ = xi , i = 1, 2,..., m 
(f xg>e = ayfe) + 2”-l(gB) (f + BM = (f4 * 84 * x:-l. 
LEMMA 2. (2”f)$ = (f+) * xr-” for k = 1, 2,..., n andfor all f EQ. 
Pyoof. k = 1: 
Gw = (f + fW 
= (f+ * f$b) * zco”-l 
= (f$b) c x0”-? 
On making the obvious induction hypothesis, we have 
(2’“f)# = (2k-Y + 2”-Y)# 
= ((2”-lf)f$ x (2”-ff)r$) * x2-,“-’ 
= ((2”-lf)#) * x0”-1 
= W) 0 * X”-k+l) * ,(y-l 
= ((f$) * X0%) * x0”-k 
= (f$h) * x0”-%. 
This completes the proof of the lemma. 
by induction hypothesis 
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LEMMA 3. 64 = p for all poEynomials p E 
Proof The proof is by induction on the length of the polynomiai is of 
length 1, then it is a variable x, for some i = 0, I,*.., BZ and it is obvious that 
~~6~ = Xi . Let the statement of the lemma be true for 
length less than of equal to some natural number k and let 
A 4. Letg, Y, ).“) f, be elemeas of the set 
y2#,..., yfn#). 
Proof. If p = 0 then (p(rI ,...) T~))$ = x0 while (~~)(~~~ ,..., r,#) = x0 
because the “value” of x0 at x1 = Y&,..., x, = rr,4 is just x0. If 
(p(rI ,..., Y,,J]+ = rid while (p#)(r,# ,..., T,&) = x&1+ ,.,., r,#) = ~~4. Assuming 
that the statement of the lemma is true for all polynomials p of length <,k, iet 
e 
NOW 
For a set k?: of identities (PC = qi / pa , qi E > let us define iY+ = {pi+ = 
Q& ] pi = gi E .Z]. For brevity, let us denote the set of three basic identities 
{x*y =y*qz*(y*k) “=(x*Y)“(XXX),f,)asr:ForasetSofide~~ities 
in the language of one binary operation, say 0, let S denote the set of all deduc- 
tions of S, i.e., all identities obtained by applying the following rules of deduction 
(i)-(v) finite number of times (cf. 16, p. 17&j): 
(9 xi = xi ) deduced from the empty set, 
(4 4 = $3 from? = q, 
(iii) p = Y, fromp = q and q = r, 
(iv) p, 0 p, = qr 0 q2 , from p, = g, and p, = qx ) 
64 P’ = 4’9 from p = q when-e we get p’ and qi from p and 
q by replacing all occurrences of xi by an arbitrary ~ol~~~o~~a~ symbol P. 
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LEMMA 5. If an identity f4 = g is deducible from Z then the identity f$ = g$ is 
deducible from 24 u F. 
Proof. In the notation of the closure operation, we have to prove that 
(x&G C Z+ u IT Th e rule (i) is trivial. Let 49 = p$ E (z)+ because of (ii), i.e., 
p = q E 2. Therefore p+ = q$ E 2’4 u I’ and hence by (ii) q$ = p$ E Z$ U T. 
Let p+ = Y$ c (c)4 b ecause of (iii), i.e., p = q, q = Y E q therefore p$ = q$, 
q$ = Y+ E 2’4 u r, and hence by (iii) p+ = P$I E .ZC# u I’. Let (p, + p,)+ = 
(qx + qJ+ E z4 b ecause of (iv), i.e., p, = ql , pa = q2 E .Z. Therefore P,c$ = ql$, 
p,$ = q2+ E ,Z+ u r and hence by (iv) p,$ *pa+ = ql$ * q& E Zj u r and hence 
by (iv) (pr$ *ps$) * ~2~’ = (ql+ * q&) * x:-l E 24 u r and hence, by the 
definition of 4, (p, + ps)$ = (ql + q2)$ E Zj u r. Finally, let p’ = q’ E z 
because of the rule (v), i.e., p(xr ... x,) = q(xl .*+ xm) E Z and 
and q’ = q(x, ,..., xiwl , T, xi+1 ,..., 3,). To show that the identity p’$ = 
q’$ E 24 u r. Now 
and 
Hence, by the rule (v), p’d = q’# belongs to the closure Z+ u I’ and this com- 
pletes the proof of the lemma. 
THEOREM 2. Let ‘3 = (A; *) be a finitely generated groupoid satisfying the 
identities I: Then Ql is finitely based. 
Proof. Let 2X be generated, say, by {x0 , x1 ,..., x~}. Now assigning the role of 
e in the proof of Theorem 1 to the element x,, , we get by Theorem 1, that the 
groupoid 8 = (A; +, x0) is a finitely generated commutative Moufang loop 
and hence, by a result of Evans [5], (li is finitely based. Let .Z be a base for the 
loop 8. Let p = q be any identity true in the groupoid ‘$I = <A; *>. Then, by 
our choice of x0 as the loop identity, the identity pB = q0 is true in the loop G by 
the proof of Theorem 1. Hence the identity pf? = q6 is a consequence of 2 and so, 
by Lemma 5, p&S = q&j is a consequence of .C+ u I’. By Lemma 3, we get that 
p = q E 24 u r. Hence the finite set of identities Z$ u r is a base for the 
groupoid % = (A; *>. This completes the proof of the theorem. 
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